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We present the calculated electronic band structure of ideal Pt(100) and Pt(110) surface by using density functional theory and the empirical
tight–binding method. A detailed discussion of the surface– and resonance–states is given. It is shown that the calculated surface– and
resonance–states of ideal Pt(100) surfaces agree very well with the available experimental data. For Pt(110), some of the surface– and
resonance–states are characteristic of the low symmetry of the surface and are identified as being independent of surface reconstruction
effects. As in the previous paper, the density functional calculations were performed using the full potential linearized augmented plane wave
method, and the empirical calculations were performed using the tight–binding method and Surface Green’s Function Matching Method.
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Presentamos el cálculo de la estructura electrónica de bandas de la superficie ideal del Pt(100) y Pt(110). El cálculo se realiźo utilizando la
teoŕıa del funcional de la densidad y el método de enlace fuerte. Como resultado de nuestro cálculo presentamos una discusión detallada de
los estados resonantes y los estados de superficie. Para la superficie ideal del Pt(100) mostramos que tanto los estados de superficie como
los estados resonantes concuerdan aceptablemente con datos experimentales. Para el caso de Pt(110) hallamos que los estados resonantes y
de superficie caracterı́sticos de la dimensionalidad de la superficie, son independientes de la reconstrucción y se reproducen aceptablemente
en nuestro ćalculo. Al igual que en el trabajo anterior, utilizamos la teorı́a del funcional de la densidad con el método de ondas planas
aumentadas, mientras que los cálculos emṕıricos se han hecho utilizando el método de enlace fuerte junto con el método de empalme de las
funciones de Green.

Descriptores: CálculoAb initio; estados de superficie; estados resonantes; cálculos de enlace fuerte; superficies metálicas.

PACS: 73.20.At; 71.15.Ap; 71.15.Mb

1. Introduction

A detailed understanding of the surface electronic band struc-
ture is useful for predicting the equilibrium shape of a meso-
scopic crystal and is important for understanding a wide va-
riety of phenomena such as catalysis [1], surface reactivity,
growth, the creation of steps and kinks on surfaces, and ph-
ysisorption [2,3]. To obtain this detailed knowledge, experi-
mental data can be complemented with calculations. Two pri-
mary type of calculations are used in practice. The first kind
includes empirical and semi–empirical calculations, of which
the empirical tight–binding (ETB) method is one of the most
transparent and widely used methods. However, there are
also first–principle calculations. At present, first–principle
calculations from approximate methods such as density func-
tional theory (DFT) are widely used, and their predictions are
widely accepted by the scientific community.

In a previous paper we have discussed our calculations for
the Pt(111) surface [4]. In this work we present the continua-
tion of our study of the Pt low–index surfaces. In this context,

the electronic band structures of ideal Pt(100) and Pt(110)
surfaces are calculated using a DFT method, ETB calcula-
tions of the studied surfaces are also presented for compari-
son. It was found that the two methods yield similar results.

The Pt(100) surface is usually studied in the (1×1)
and (5×1) phases. The unreconstructed (1×1) phase is
metastable, whereas the reconstructed (5×1) phase is ob-
tained after the sample is annealed at 400 K [5-7]. In the
present work, the reported surface– and resonance–states of
the metastable(1 × 1) phase [5] are accurately reproduced.
Also, a controversial surface–state that was recently reported
by Subaranet al. [6], and that was not observed in previous
reports, is properly identified in our calculations.

It is established that the Pt(110) surface exhibits the so–
called (1×2) missing row reconstruction, whereas the (1×1)
phase is metastable [8-11]. In this work, however, the calcu-
lation was performed on an ideal Pt(110) surface. Although
we did not find experimental data related with this phase,
for completeness, we will discuss our results and will qual-
itatively compare them with previous experimental data on
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the (1×2) missing row phase [8,10]. The calculations reveal
several surface– and resonance–states that are reported to be
a characteristic of the low symmetry of the surface. These
states are identified as being independent of surface recon-
struction effects, and these facts support our proposal to com-
pute the electronic band structure of this surface.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2,
the essentials of the calculation methods are given. Section 3
contains our results, a detailed discussion of our findings is
given in Subsec. 3.2 and 3.3. A comparison of our results
with the ETB calculations is also presented in these subsec-
tions. Section 4 summarizes our work.

2. Computational methods

2.1. The FLAPW Method

The DFT calculations were performed using the full potential
linearized augmented plane wave method (FLAPW) method
as implemented in the Wien2k code [12]. In this method,
the wave functions, the charge density, and the potential
are expanded in spherical harmonics within non–overlapping
muffin–tin spheres, and plane waves are used in the remain-
ing interstitial region of the unit cell. In the code, the core
and valence states are handled differently. Core states are
treated with a multi–configuration relativistic Dirac–Fock ap-
proach, whereas valence states are treated with a scalar rela-
tivistic approach. The exchange–correlation energy was cal-
culated using the local–spin–density approximation (LSDA)
because the LSDA works better than the alternative gradient–
generalized approximation (GGA) when computing several
properties of metal surfaces [3,13]. In the calculations, a step
analysis was carefully performed to ensure the convergence
of the total energy in terms of the variational cutoff–energy
parameter. At the same time, an appropriate set ofk–points
was used to compute the total energy. The atomic electronic
configuration of Pt used in the calculations was as follows:
[Xe] 4f14, 5d9, 6s1. The5p orbitals were included by using
the local orbital extension of the FLAPW method [12].

By computing the total energy of a primitive cell as a
function of the volume and fitting the data to the third order
Birch–Murnaghan [14] equation of state, the lattice param-
eteratheo=3.9176 Å, the bulk modulusB=323.5510 GPa,
and the pressure derivative of the bulk moduleB′=4.8226
for the primitive face–centered cubic (fcc) Pt lattice were
found (the GGA–calculated value for the bulk modulus
and its pressure derivative wereB=263.7040 GPa and
B′=5.9372, respectively, and the calculated lattice param-
eter wasa=3.9883 Å, whereas the experimental value of the
lattice parameter isaexp=3.9231 Å [15], and that of the bulk
modulus isB = 278 GPa [16]).

To minimize the total energy of the Pt(100) surface, a su-
percell with 15–atomic layers and 9–vacuum layers was used,
whereas a supercell of 21–atomic layers and 13–vacuum lay-
ers was used for the Pt(110) surface. The variational param-
eters used for the two studied surfaces wereRkmax = 9 Ry

and Gmax = 14. The total energy of the Pt(100) surface
was minimized using a set of 91k−points in the irreducible
portion of the BZ, equivalent to a (25×25×1) Monkhorst–
Pack [17] grid in the unit cell. For the Pt(110) surface, the
total energy was minimized using a set of 88k−points in the
irreducible portion of the BZ, equivalent to a(22 × 16 × 1)
Monkhorst–Pack [17] grid. Finally, the total energy was con-
verged with a resolution better than 0.0001 Ry.

2.2. The empirical Tight–Binding method

The ETB calculations were done using the scheme proposed
by Slater–Koster [18] in conjunction with the Surface Green–
Function–Matching (SFGM) method [20]. We use the ETB
method with a minimal orthogonal basis of nine atomic or-
bitals, sp3d5, per atom in the unit cell and in the approach
we have included first nearest and next nearest neighbors.
The parameters of the model are those used by Papaconstan-
topoulos, as it is known that these parameters properly repro-
duce the bulk electronic properties of Pt when used in DFT
calculations [19]. Since the SGFM method takes into ac-
count the perturbation caused by the surface exactly, at least
in principle, we can use the bulk tight–binding parameters
(TBP) [20]. This does not mean that we are using the same
TBP for the surface and the bulk. Their difference is taken
into account through the matching of the Green’s functions.
We used the method in the form cast by Garcı́a–Moliner and
Velasco [20]. They make use of the transfer matrix approach
first introduced by Falicov and Yndurain [21]. This approach
became very useful due to the quickly converging algorithms
of López–Sanchoet al. [22]. Following the suggestions of
these authors, the algorithms for all transfer matrices needed
to deal with these systems can be found in a straightfor-
ward way. This method has been employed successfully for
the study of the electronic properties of semiconductor sur-
faces [23,24] and transition metals [25-28].

When a surface is introduced, and thus the system be-
comes semi–infinite, the boundary conditions require that the
wave function vanishes at the surface. These new boundary
conditions modify the energy spectrum and cause the occur-
rence of new states. These new states exist only in the few
atomic layers close to the surface atomic layer. The wave
function of these states decays exponentially from the sur-
face into the bulk. All these effects, that are a consequence of
the introduction of a surface into an infinite periodic medium,
can be better described within the surface Green’s function
formalism.

We introduce the surface Green’s functions by using the
known tight–binding formulae [20]:

G−1
s = (εI −H00)−H01T (1)

G−1
b = G−1

s −H10T̃ (2)

WhereG−1
s (G−1

b ) is the surface (bulk) projected Green’s
function, andH00, H01, and H10 are the surface tight–
binding Hamiltonians, andT andT̃ are the transfer matrices.
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The way in which the tight–binding Hamiltonians and the
SGFM method are related is described in detail in Refs. 20,
23, 24, and 29. From the knowledge of the Green’s function,
the surface states and the resonance states can be calculated
from the poles of the real part of the corresponding Green’s
function.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Density of states

As in the Pt(111) [4] case, and to check the accuracy of the
electronic properties calculated from the supercell approach,
the calculated bulk density of states (DOS) is compared with
the DOS projected onto the central atomic layers of the dif-
ferent supercells. It should be noted that, in this approach,
the DOS projected onto the central atomic layer must be sim-
ilar to the calculated bulk DOS. Figure 1 shows that this is
the case. In the figure, the calculated bulk DOS is shown as
a solid line, the calculated DOS projected onto the central
atomic layer is presented as a dotted line, and the calculated
DOS projected onto the outer atomic layer is presented as a
broken line. In the upper panel, the partial bulk–DOS due to
the Pt–5d orbitals is also shown. The figure shows that in the
energy range from approximately –7.0 eV to 0.5 eV, the main
contribution to the bulk DOS is obtained from the Pt–5d elec-
trons. This symmetry composition will be reflected on the
symmetry of the obtained surface electronic band structure,
as we will show later. The upper panel shows the calculated
DOS of Pt(100) and the lower panel shows the results for
Pt(110). In the figures, the zero of the energy axis represents
the Fermi level(EF ). The figure shows that belowEF , the
DOS projected onto the central layer (broken line) properly
reproduces the main features of the bulk DOS (solid line) for
each studied surface. The bulk DOS exhibits four main peaks
that are accurately reproduced by the DOS projected onto the
central atomic layer. The same is true for the width and en-
ergy of the main peak. The small observed differences are
related to the shape of the main peaks. AboveEF , Fig. 1
shows that the DOS projected onto the central layer properly
reproduces the bulk DOS up to 6.0 eV, at which point some
differences between the two calculations were observed.

On the other hand, it is clear from Fig. 1 that the cal-
culated DOS projected onto the outer atomic layer is sig-
nificantly different from the bulk DOS. There are important
features obtained from the projected surface DOS; these fea-
tures were obtained below and aboveEF but were not ob-
tained for the bulk DOS. Information about the surface– and
resonance–states will be found from these differences. Below
EF , resonance–states are expected to be obtained, mainly be-
cause these energies represent the continuum of the projected
bulk bands, and few energy gaps exist at these energy val-
ues. The surface–states will be obtained aboveEF because
energy gaps are more frequently observed at these energies.

The comparison of the calculated bulk DOS using the
ETB–SGFM and the DFT methods is shown in the inset of

FIGURE 1. (Color online) Calculated DOS of the different Pt–
surfaces studied in this work. The bulk DOS is presented as a black
line, the DOS projected onto the central atomic layer is presented
as a red line, and the DOS projected on the surface atomic layer is
presented as a blue line. For comparison, the partial Pt–5d contri-
bution to the DOS is also presented as a green line (upper panel).
The inset in each panel shows the comparison of the bulk DOS
calculated using the FLAPW (black line) method and the bulk pro-
jected DOS calculated using the SGFM–ETB (red line) method.

each figure. As can be observed the calculated DOS using
both methods are quite similar, mainly for energies below
EF . From these facts, it will be shown that the found surface
electronic band structure is also quite similar in both calcula-
tions.

In the rest of the section, the surface– and resonance–
states found in our study will be discussed. First, the DFT
calculations will be shown, then the calculated states of each
studied surface will be shown and compared with experimen-
tal data. Finally, the ETB calculations, the DFT calculations,
and the experimental data will be compared.

We have calculated the electronic band structure of ideal
surfaces. The surface–states (SSs) and the resonance–states
(RSs) are electronic states found at the surfaces of the mate-
rials. These states are characterized by energy bands that are
not degenerate with the bulk energy bands. These states only
exist in the forbidden energy gaps. At energies for which
the surface and bulk states are degenerate (i.e., where the
surface states and the bulk states mix), a surface resonance
forms. Such states can propagate into the bulk, similar to
Bloch waves, and can retain enhanced amplitudes near the
surface.

The calculated SSs and RSs, as well as the projected bulk
bands (pbbs) of the studied surfaces, are shown in Figs. 2
and 3. The results shown in these figures should be inter-
preted as follows: The pbbs are a fingerprint of each sur-
face and are represented by small black dots. In principle,
these pbbs should be a continuum for a enormous supercell
(i.e., a semi–infinite medium); however, because of the finite
size of the employed supercell, a series of dotted lines “repre-
senting” the continuum is observed. In the figures, red points
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FIGURE 2. (Color online) Projected bulk bands of Pt(100). Black
dots represent the DFT calculated pbbs. Red dots represent the SSs
or the RSs if the states are located in a local energy gap or in the
continuum bulk bands, respectively. The blue dots represent the
pbbs calculated by the ETB method, and the SSs and RSs are rep-
resented by green dots.

represent the SSs and RSs. Some local energy gaps can be
observed in the pbbs. The SSs are expected in these local
gaps, whereas the RSs must be observed in the continuum of
the pbbs.

3.2. Platinum(100)

Figure 2 shows the calculated DFT pbbs as well as the SSs
and RSs for Pt(100). Table I shows the wavefunction compo-
sitions of the different SSs and RSs.

For this surface, at thēX point, an SS was found approx-
imately 4.3 eV aboveEF . An RS was also found at thēM
point at energies that range from 9.0 eV to 10.0 eV, as seen in
Fig. 2. These states are supported by the calculated DOS pro-
jected onto the surface as noted in Fig. 1. According to the
DFT calculations, the wavefunctions of these states have the
symmetries of thes, dx2+y2 anddxy orbitals, respectively.

However, as can be observed in Fig. 2, a number of SSs
and RSs were obtained at energies belowEF . According to
the convention for a resonance state given above, an RS was
obtained at lower energies, approximately -6.4 eV belowEF .
The state seems to begin at thēM − Γ̄ interval, continues to
the Γ̄ − X̄ interval, and then goes to an SS located in the
lower local gap atX̄. The state shows little dispersion as a
function ofk||. The wavefunction composition of this state
has thes, dx2+y2 symmetry.

An RS was obtained at energies of approximately -3.6 eV
in theΓ̄− X̄ interval and seems to have an oscillatory shape.
That is, the state seems to extend throughout the surface
Brillouin zone (SBZ), crossing thēX–point at -3.6 eV, then
crossing theM̄–point at -0.2 eV, and finally ending at -3.6 eV
in the middle of theM̄− Γ̄ interval. Although the state seems

to be discontinuous in its trajectory, this could be a conse-
quence of the numerical accuracy; the state should be a single
band crossing the entire SBZ. A similar pattern was obtained
for the Pt(111) surface [4]. The wavefunction composition of
this RS has thedx2+y2 , dxz symmetry.

Similar comments are appropriate for the RS that begins
at -2.1 eV in thēΓ−X̄ interval and seems to continue through
the X̄–point before going through thēM–point and mixing
with the previously discussed RS. This state finally ends at
the Γ̄–point once again. Although it is difficult to establish
a unique pattern for these RSs, it could be possible that they
represent one band that crosses the entire SBZ. The wave-
function compositions found for these RSs aredxz, dz2 , dxy.

At M̄ , a lower RS with a parabolic shape as a function
of k|| was found. This state begins near the local gap lo-
cated between -4.0 and -5.0 eV and ends in the middle of the
M̄ − Γ̄ interval. The wavefunction composition of this RS is
s, dx2+y2 .

NearEF at theM̄ point, a surface state with a negative
curvature is observed. The state goes into the local gap above
EF with a bandwidth of approximately 1.1 eV. The calcu-
lated wavefunction composition of this SS isdx2+y2 .

3.2.1. Comparison with experiment

It is well known that Pt(100) exhibits both the unrecon-
structed(1 × 1) surface and the reconstructed(5 × 1) sur-
face [5-7]. However, the ideal surface was studied in this
work, and the results will be compared with experimental
data found for the (1× 1) phase.

Using angle–resolved photoemission spectroscopy
Stampflet al. [5] reported the SSs of Pt(100)(1×1) at en-
ergies belowEF . These authors present a rich number of
SSs along thēM − Γ̄− X̄ interval for the(1× 1) phase (see
Fig. 2 in Ref. 5). Although these states are not discussed in
detail in Ref. 5, it will be shown that the general shape of the
reported states is reproduced accurately in the present work.

As was reported by Stampflet al. [5], there is an RS
nearEF for theM̄ − Γ̄ interval that follows the border of the
EF . The state shows almost zero dispersion as a function of
k|| (see Fig. 2 in Ref. 5). The DFT calculations found a state
around theM̄ point located mainly in the local gap just above
EF , and this state could be identified with the experimental
one.

There are two RSs reported at -0.6 and -0.9 eV at theM̄
point. These states are dispersed throughout nearly the en-
tire M̄ − Γ̄ − X̄ interval (see Fig. 2 in Ref. 5). The energy
dispersion of these states is worth noting and is reproduced
properly in the DFT calculations (see Fig. 2). As mentioned
above, these states show quasi–oscillatory behavior in this
portion of the SBZ. A similar pattern can also be observed
from the calculated bands shown in Fig. 2(b) in Ref. 5.

Stampflet al. [5] reported another RS at low energies
around -5.5 eV at thēM point. This state is reproduced accu-
rately in the DFT calculation as discussed above (see Fig. 2
and Table I).
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TABLE I. Calculated energy values and wave function compositions of the different surface states found for Pt(100). The calculated ETB
wave functions are also given for comparison. For details, see the discussion in the text.

Point State Energy value (eV) Wave function

Experiment Calculated FLAPW ETB

SS 5.5 [7] 4.3 — s, pz

Γ̄ RS 0.6 [7]

RS –0.3 [5] 0.0 dxz, dz2 , dxy dx2+y2

RS –6.5 [5] –6.4 s, dx2+y2 dxy, d3z2−r2

SS 4.3 s, dx2+y2 s, dxy

SS 2.1 — px, py

X̄ RS 0.0 dxz, dz2 —

RS –2.5 [5] –2.3 dxy, dxz —

RS –4.0 [6] –3.6 dx2+y2 , dxz d

SS –5.0a –5.5 s, dx2+y2 s, dxy

RS 9.0–10.0 dxy —

SS ∼ 0.0 [5] 1.1 dx2+y2 —

M̄ RS –0.6 [5] 0.4 — dxy

RS –0.9 [5] –0.6 dz2 —

RS –1.7 — d3z2−r2

RS –5.5 [5] –5.2 s, dx2+y2 —
aValue calculated by Beneshet al. [30].

Near theX̄ point, an RS that reaches thēX point was
found around -2.3 eV. This state seems to be related to the
state around –2.5 eV reported by Stampflet al. [5].

Then, using angle–resolved photoemission spectroscopy
Subaranet al. [6] reported a flat band around –4.0 eV at the
X̄ point, which differs from the experimental data reported
in Ref. 5. It was speculated that this band represents emis-
sion from the surface layer or that it arises from absorbate
atoms [6]. As was shown above, our calculations found an
RS around -3.6 eV that accurately reproduces the dispersion
and shape of the state reported by Subaranet al. [6]. As was
mentioned there, this state seems to be part of a continuous
band that crosses the entire SBZ (see Fig. 2 and Table I).

Stampflet al. [5] reported another RS at energies around
–6.5 eV at thēΓ point. This state exhibits parabolic disper-
sion as a function ofk||, and as mentioned above, our DFT
calculations properly reproduce this state.

Stampflet al. [5] reported an RS around –0.3 eV at the
Γ̄ point, and this state is also reproduced in the DFT calcula-
tions. Although we have found that this state is located at the
maximum of the valence band (see Table I).

It is well known that it is difficult to reproduce experimen-
tal measurements individually. However, the accuracy of our
calculated SSs and RSs in comparison with those reported by
Stampflet al. [5] for the Pt(100) surface is worth noting.

In an early experimental work Drubeet al. [7] used
angle–dependent inverse photoemission, to measure the SSs
of Pt(100)(1×1) at energies aboveEF . The energy band dis-
persion was found in thēΓ − X̄ interval. The authors found

an SS in the local gap aboveEF , located at 5.5 eV, which
was labeledS1 in Fig. 3 of Ref. 7. They also report a state
at 0.6 eV aboveEF that seems to be an RS, the state labeled
B1 in Fig. 3 of Ref. 7. The authors also report a state labeled
D. Drubeet al. [7] mentioned that they did not find an ex-
planation for this state. A state labeledB2, which exhibited
significant dispersion, was also reported. Although this state
is found nearly inside the bulk bands, there is a portion of the
state that penetrates into the local gap near theX̄ point.

Discussion of these states and comparison with our DFT
calculations is left for the next section, where the ETB results
for the Pt(100) surface will be presented.

3.2.2. Tight–Binding Calculations

Figure 2 shows the calculated pbbs, SSs, and RSs for Pt(100)
using the FLAPW method and compares them with those ob-
tained using the ETB method. Table I shows the wavefunc-
tion compositions of the different SSs and RSs. As was found
in our previous work for the Pt(111) case [4], the ETB calcu-
lation properly reproduces the pbbs, SSs, and RSs that were
found in the DFT calculations. A few discrepancies are ob-
served and will be discussed below. The observed differences
include the fact that the ETB calculations do not find the same
number of states that were found in the DFT calculations.

Figure 2 shows that the local energy gaps found in the
ETB calculations are identical to those calculated using DFT.
More importantly, the dispersion of the SSs in the local gaps
found by the ETB calculations is almost the same as those
found by the DFT calculations.
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However, the ETB calculations predict an SS located in
the local gap aboveEF at theΓ̄ point that seems to be related
to the stateS1 reported by Drubeet al. [7]. The state was
not found in the DFT calculations. This SS was reported at
approximately 5.5 eV, and in our ETB calculation the state
was found at 4.3 eV. The state increases in energy to approx-
imately 6.0 eV and seems to mix with the bulk bands. The
calculated ETB wavefunction composition of this state ex-
hibitss, pz symmetry (see Table I).

Another SS was found in the ETB calculations but not in
the DFT calculation. The state exhibits significant dispersion
as a function ofk||, it is located at approximately 2.1 eV in
the local gap around thēX point, and disperses following the
lower edge of the local gap. The calculated ETB wavefunc-
tion composition of this state has thepx, py symmetry (see
Table I).

An SS following the upper edge of the local gap atX̄ was
found at approximately 4.3 eV. It was found that both calcula-
tions predict this state, but no experimental evidence for this
state was found.

At energies belowEF , the ETB calculation properly re-
produces most of the SSs and RSs found in the DFT calcula-
tions, as it is shown in Fig. 2. In some cases, there are some
small numerical differences in the calculated energy values
of these states, but in general, most of the features found in
the DFT calculation were also found in the ETB calculation.

The ETB calculations also reproduce most of the experi-
mental data reported by Stampflet al. [5] (see Table I). These
facts demonstrate the predictive power of the ETB method.

3.3. Platinum(110)

Figure 3 shows the calculated pbbs, SSs, and RSs for Pt(110).
Table II shows the calculated wavefunction compositions of
the different SSs and RSs of this surface.

As in a previous case, the figure shows the pbbs as small
black dots, and the SSs and RSs are shown as red dots. The
figure shows four local gaps aboveEF , and three local gaps
are found at energies belowEF .

From our calculations, three SSs aboveEF were found.
An SS is found in the local gap at thēX point around 5.3 eV.
This state exhibits nearly parabolic behavior as a function of
k||, and its energy bandwidth is approximately 1.0 eV. The
state mixes with a calculated RS obtained at theS̄−point at
approximately 6.2 eV. The wavefunction of this SS hass, pz

symmetry.
Another SS was located near the bottom of this local gap.

This state is located at 2.4 eV and extends a fewk−values
from theX̄ point. The computed wavefunction composition
of this state iss, dx2+y2 , dxz.

Near theX̄ point, there is an RS that should be noted.
This state shows peculiar behavior as a function ofk||. The
state seems to originate in the group of RSs located in the
energy range from 0 to 1.0 eV belowEF and exhibits signif-
icant energy dispersion following the edge of the local gap.

FIGURE 3. (Color online) Projected bulk bands of Pt(110). The
black dots represent the DFT calculated pbbs. Red dots represent
SSs or RSs if the states are located in a local energy gap or in the
continuum bulk bands, respectively. The blue dots represent the
pbbs calculated using the ETB method, and the SSs and RSs are
represented by green dots.

An SS was obtained in the local gap at theȲ point. This
state exhibits little dispersion as a function ofk||. The state
is located at approximately 2.1 eV, and the calculated wave-
function composition of this state iss, dx2+y2 , dxz.

As for the previous surface, a number of RSs were found
at energies belowEF and are shown in Fig. 3. The main
characteristics of these states are as follows:

A noticeable SS was found at low energies, approxi-
mately -5.9 eV in theȲ − Γ̄ interval. The state begins in
the lower local gap at̄Y and then continues into the contin-
uum of the pbbs in thēY − Γ̄ interval. The wavefunction
composition of this state iss, dx2+y2 .

Similarly, a series of RSs were found nearEF in theȲ−Γ̄
interval located at energies that range from 0.0 to –3.0 eV.
The states then go through theΓ̄− X̄ interval.

At energies nearEF , around 0.1 eV at thēS point, an RS
was found that follows the dispersion of the upper pbbs. This
state extends from the middle of thēX−S̄ through theS̄− Ȳ
intervals. This state is a hybridization of thes, dx2+y2 , dxy

orbitals.
A series of RSs were found at thēX point. There is one

RS around –0.7 eV that seems to be part of the states com-
ing from theΓ̄ − X̄ interval and going to thēS point and
then to theȲ point. The wavefunction composition of this
state iss, dyz, dz2 . Another RS is located around -2.1 eV. An
RS located at approximately -4.2 eV was also found. The
wavefunction compositions of these states primarily have the
symmetries of thedxz ands, dxy orbitals, respectively.

A local gap at –0.5 eV is observed at theS̄ point, and an
SS is located there. The wavefunction composition of this
state is primarilydyz. The already mentioned SS at –1.4 eV
was also found at this point and its wavefunction composi-
tion is dxz, dz2 . Other RS with a parabolic shape is located
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TABLE II. Calculated energy values and wave function compositions of the different surface states for Pt(110). For comparison, the calculated
ETB wave functions are also given. For details, see the discussion in the text.

Point State Energy value (eV) Wave function

Experiment Calculated FLAPW ETB

SS 6.9 — s, px, py

RS 5.0 [8]

Γ̄ RS 3.0 [8]

RS 0.4 [8]

RS 0 → −1.2 dyz, dz2 —

RS –1.7 — dyz, dx2+y2

SS 6.2 — s, pz

SS 6.0 [8] 5.3 s, pz —

SS 3.6 — px

X̄ SS 2.4 s, dx2+y2,dxz
—

RS –0.7 s, dxy, dz2 —

RS –2.1 dxz —

RS –4.2 s, dxy —

RS –5.7 — px, dxy, dyz

RS 4.5 — d

RS ∼ 0.0 [10] 0.1 s, dx2+y2 , dxy —

SS –0.5 dxz —

S̄ SS –1.4 dxz, dz2 —

RS –2.2 dx2+y2 —

RS –4.0 dxy —

RS –4.5 s, dxy —

RS –5.2 — dxz

SS 5.1 [8] 3.6 — s, pz

Ȳ SS 1.3 [8] 2.1 s, dx2+y2 , dxz py, dyz

RS –3.9 — dyz, dx2+y2

RS –5.9 s, dx2+y2 s, pz, dx2+y2 , d3z2−r2

around –2.2 eV and has the wavefunction composition
dx2+y2 . An RS around –4.0 eV was also found. The wave-
function composition of this state has thedxy symmetry. The
final RS is located in thēX − S̄ interval around –4.5 eV. The
wavefunction of this state hass, dxy symmetry.

3.3.1. Comparison with experiment

For energies aboveEF , experimental reports of the electronic
band structure of this surface can be found [8,9]. To our
knowledge, however, no studies of the electronic band struc-
ture for this surface at energies belowEF have been pub-
lished.

It is well established that Pt(110) exhibits a reconstruction
called(2 × 1) missing row [8-10]. Because an ideal surface
calculation was performed here, it is not possible to compare
quantitatively the results with the measured values. However,

the experimental results will be used as a guide to discuss our
calculations.

In a recent inverse photoemission (IPE) spectroscopy ex-
periment, Memmelet al. [8,9] presented a series of SSs and
RSs for theX̄ − Γ̄− Ȳ interval. It is interesting to note that
in the local gap at thēX point, Memmelet al. [8] report an
SS at approximately 6.0 eV (labeledS+

0 in Fig. 3 of Ref. 8),
which is found to be a one–dimensional state. This result
means that the state is insensitive to the(1× 2) missing row
reconstruction [8,9]. The one–dimensional character of this
state is the reason that our calculations accurately reproduce
this state. However, the calculated SS shows more dispersion
than the measured state, and in our calculations the state is
predicted at 5.3 eV.

As mentioned above, a lower local gap was also calcu-
lated atX̄. The calculations predict that this lower local gap
has an energy width of almost 1.5 eV, whereas the experi-
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mental study reports a gap with an energy width of almost
1.0 eV.

At the same time, the calculations predict an RS that ex-
hibits significant dispersion along the edge of the lower local
gap, whereas the experimental study presents an RS follow-
ing the edge of the upper local gap.

In the local gap at thēY point, Memmelet al. [8] report
an SS at an energy of 1.3 eV along with other weak features
that should be identified with umklapp processes from theΓ̄
point [8]. The DFT calculations found an SS near the lower
edge of this local gap, at approximately 2.1 eV.

At the upper energies, Memmelet al. [8] report a flat SS
at 5.1 eV, labeledS+

0 in Fig. 3 of Ref. 8. However, the DFT
calculations do not reproduce this state.

Just aboveEF in the rest of the SBZ, Memmelet al. [8]
report several states mixed with the pbbs. The flat state at
EF in theX̄− Γ̄− Ȳ interval, which should represent an RS,
should be noted. There is also a state labeledC that shows
a negative slope centered atΓ̄, around 3.0 eV. Finally, there
are a series of states around 1.0 eV atΓ̄, shown in Fig. 3 of
Ref. 8, as well as a state labeledIS around 5.0 eV at̄Γ.

The DFT calculations do not reproduce these states in de-
tail. However, a series of states was found nearEF that show
little dispersion as functions ofk|| and covered thēSȲ inter-
val (see also the above discussion related to Fig. 3).

As discussed above, a number of SSs and RSs were found
at energies belowEF . However, because we did not find
enough experimental data in this energy region, we only com-
ment on our results for the RS nearEF at theS̄ point, and
further commentaries on the rest of the states will be omitted.

The RS at 0.0 eV around thēS point was previously dis-
cussed by Menzelet al. [10]. These authors mentioned that
this state is observed in clean Pt(110) surfaces as well as in
the Br/Pt(110)−c(2 × 2) system. In a related work, Minca
et al. [11] also discuss an RS at thēX point. The authors
mention that this state appears because the bulk energy bands
present a flat band along the WLW line just belowEF . This
band creates a van Hove singularity atEF . The bulk band,
when projected onto thēS point of the (110) SBZ, is the ori-
gin of the observed resonance state. The results obtained for
the ideal Pt(110) surface show that the RS at theS̄ point is
a characteristic of this surface and is independent of the re-
construction. Similar observations were noted for the one–
dimensional SS at thēX point aboveEF , as described by
Memmelet al. [8].

3.3.2. Tight-Binding Calculation

Figure 3 shows the pbbs, SSs, and RSs for the Pt(110) ideal
surface found using the ETB method. In the figure, the blue
(black) dots represent the pbbs calculated using the ETB
(FLAPW) method, while the green (red) dots represent the
SSs and RSs calculated using the ETB (FLAPW) method.
There are small differences at the edges of the calculated lo-
cal gaps aboveEF , however, at energies belowEF the cal-

culated pbbs are similar in both methods. For details, see the
figure caption.

At energies aboveEF , a series of SSs were found, and
will be discussed in detail in the rest of the section. As men-
tioned above, an SS around 5.3 eV was found at theX̄ point
in the DFT calculation. In the ETB calculation, however, an
SS with a quasi–linear shape as a function ofk|| was found
at approximately 6.2 eV. Although this SS has different en-
ergies in the two calculations, the wavefunction symmetries
found by the two methods are the same (see Table II). The
state also shows the trend reported by Memmelet al. [8] for
theS+

0 state.
The ETB calculation predicts a second SS around 3.6 eV

at theX̄ point near the lower edge of the local gap. This state
differs in its energy, although not in its shape, from the state
found at 2.4 eV in the DFT calculation. The wavefunction
composition of this state shows thepz symmetry.

The ETB calculation predicts an RS at approximately
4.5 eV near thēS point. The wavefunction composition of
this state has the fulld symmetry. The ETB calculation shows
that an RS was found in the upper energies around the local
gap at theS̄ point, around 9.5 eV. However, no experimental
evidence for this state was found. The same is true of the SS
calculated using the FLAPW method, which was located in
the upper local gap near thēS point at approximately 9.0 eV.

Two SSs were found in the local gap around theȲ point.
The lower state follows the dispersion found in the DFT cal-
culation, and the state extends over the entire local gap. The
ETB calculation predicts an upper SS around 3.6 eV that was
not found in the DFT calculation. This state could be related
to the state reported by Memmelet al. [8] at these energies.
To support this speculation, however, it is necessary to as-
sume that this SS is independent of the missing row recon-
struction. The wavefunction composition of these states has
thes, pz andpy, dyz symmetry, respectively.

At energies belowEF , the calculated SSs in the main lo-
cal gaps were accurately reproduced in both calculations. For
example, the ETB calculation found an SS around -0.5 eV
in the local gap at thēS point with noticeable dispersion,
in agreement with the state calculated using the FLAPW
method.

In the lower local gap at̄Y , the SS found around -6.2 eV
in the ETB calculation exhibits nearly the same dispersion as
the state found at -5.9 eV using the FLAPW method.

On the other hand, Fig. 3 shows that a number of RSs
were obtained from the ETB calculations. However, most
of these RSs do not match any states calculated using the
FLAPW method. In this case, the two calculations provide
us with different series of RSs, contrary to what was obtained
for the Pt(100) surface (see Fig. 2). A possible explanation
of these results could be the need to include reconstruction
effects in the calculations.

Finally, for the aboveEF energies, when compared with
the experimental data the ETB calculation properly predicts
the SSs found in the local gaps. Because the calculations in
this work were done for an ideal surface, some differences
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in the energies values were observed. Nevertheless, these
findings demonstrate the predictive power of the ETB calcu-
lations compared with the more computationally demanding
methods. In this sense, the two methods complement each
other.

4. Conclusions

We have calculated the electronic band structure of platinum
low–index surfaces. In our calculations, we used both DFT
and empirical methods. From our calculations, we report

the pbbs, SSs, and RSs for ideal Pt(100) and Pt(110) sur-
faces. Comparisons with experimental data show that our
calculations properly predict the SSs and RSs for Pt(100)
surfaces. Because the Pt(110) surface exhibits the so–called
(2×1) missing row reconstruction that was not included in
our calculations, our results compare poorly with the SSs re-
ported for this surface. However, when the reported SSs are
independent of the reconstruction, we found that our calcula-
tions properly reproduce the experimental states. The results
of our calculations for ideal surfaces demonstrate the predic-
tive power of the empirical method.
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